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ABSTRACT

The theory of operation and description of a particle

sizing device which indirectly determines the size of small

particles from forward scattered light at two angles is

presented. The device incorporates a fixed detector geom-

etry and maintains a fixed intensity ratio at two photodiode

detectors by adjusting the optical system focal length.

Simple analogue signal processing is used with a servomotor

to make continuous adjustments automatically.

The optical device is used to investigate the effects of

an applied high intensity electric field on a fuel spray

from a turbine engine fuel nozzle for changes in droplet

size. Preliminary results on a T-56 nozzle spraying DF-2

fuel at 75 psig with the sample volume 8 centimeters from

the nozzle and using a sharp electrode with the point 10

millimeters from the nozzle at a potential of 16 kV showed

no conclusive changes in droplet size. The Sauter mean

diameter of the fuel spray varied from '42 to 47 microns.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this thesis is to describe the concep-

tion, design, and initial development of a particle sizing

device employing a variable-focal-length optical system.

This work was undertaken to facilitate ongoing studies

at the Naval Postgraduate School investigating the effects

of high-intensity electric fields on the spray from a gas

turbine engine fuel nozzle. These effects include a demon-

strated improvement in combustion efficiency [Ref. 1].

Previous work under room temperature conditions by Laib

[Ref. 2] has shown that the spray angle from the nozzle is

increased and that the intensity of light from a laser beam

transiting the spray pattern could be decrease! by a small

percentage by the application of a strong electric field.

More precise measurements under ambient conditions by

Zajdman [Ref. 3] has shown that the transmitted light from a

laser could be decreased by as much as two percent.

It has been theorized that these effects on the fuel

spray caused by the application of high intensity electric

fields could be explained by a resultant decrease in the

average particle size.

The purpose of this thesis is to develop a device which

allows the determination of the Sauter mean diameter (D 32 )

of the fuel spray from the intensity of forward scattered

light at two angles in an effort to detect a change in

droplet size directly.

Investigation of droplet size measuring techniques by

this method suggested an innovation in methodology using a

zoom lens in the optical system. The result of the innova-

tion allows measurements to be taken with fixed detector

geometry and optimum signal ratio for Sauter mean diameter



determination over a three-to-one size ratio. Multiple

diode pairs increase the Sauter mean diameter range to the

aperture limits of the device. Simple analogue signal

processing has been incorporated which allows a servo system

to make continuous adjustments of the focal length for

changes in Sauter mean diameter automatically.

TABLE 1

Symbols

Symbol Definition

a particle size parameter

ad beam spread parameter

D Sauter mean diameter

f focal length

I intensity

J first-order Bessel function

A wavelength

n multiple of objective focal lengths

r aperture radius

s object distance

Sj image distance

9 angle between ray and optical centerline

x off-center distance at detector plane
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II. THEORY OF OPERATION

A complete explanation of light scattering by small

particles was written by H.C. Van de Hulst [Ref. 4]. A very

useful paper on the measurement of particle size from

forward scattered light was written by Donald R. Buchele

[Ref. 5]. from which Figure 2.1 is reproduced, along with

the following explanation. Useful approximations for the

intensity distribution of forward-scattered light in the

center lobe are plotted in Figure 2.1 The ordinate is the

intensity at a scattering angle 6 divided by the intensity

at 0=0, the direction of the incident light. The abscissa

is the square of the dimensionless beam spread parameter

where the particle size parameter is

O = 7TD/X (2.1)

with particle diameter D and wavelength A.

The curve for a monodisper sion is given by Fraunhofer

diffraction [Ref. 6 ] / where J, is the first-order Bessei

function. For 8 < 20° , sinQ may be replaced by 9 in

radians.

I(0)/I(O) = [2J, (0sine)/(0sin0) ]2 (2.2)

The two curves for a poly dispersion of particles are

based on the Sauter mean diameter D 32 . This diameter is the

ratio of total particle volume to total particle surface

area. The curves were derived in [Ref. 7] and [Ref. 8]

using the monodisperse function with a wide variety of

particle- diameter distributions in which no particles exist

with a diameter larger than approximately ten times the

Sauter mean diameter.
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The Gaussian curve is a gocd approximation to the other

curves, and it is a good approximation to the curve found in

[Ref. 9 ] # best representing the intensity distribution of

light scattered by fuel spray. At aB < 3, all curves in

Figure 2.1 agree with each other within 5 percent of full

scale [ Ref. 5 ].

The Gaussian approximation cf scattering gives the ratio

of intensities at two angles as

I 2 /I, = exp(0.57)2[ (aflj 2 - (d0
2 )

2
] (2.3)

or

I,/I = exp[ -(0.57) 2{a«,) 2
] (2-4)

Let x
1

and x
2

be the distances at the detector plane

corresponding to Q
}

and d 2
for a given focal length. Using

the small angle approximation,

9 = x/f (2.5)

Let x
1
and x 2 be constant by design. For some range of

particle sizes, let I 2 /Ii be kept constant by varying f with

D 32 . Using Equation 2.5 to substitute for 6, and $ 2 in

Equation 2.3 and using Equation 2.1 to substitute for a and

rearranging,

(D 32 /f) 2 = ln(I 2 /I,) (A/0.577T) 2/(xf - xf) (2.6)

Thus by method and design, D 32 /f can be held constant.

If D32 /f is held constant, then Equation 2.7 shows that the

beam spread parameters 09^ and a9 2 are also held constant

for constant x, and x 2 . Equation 2.7 is derived by equating

the product of both sides of Equation 2.1 and Equation 2.3 .

12



aO = x (77/A) (D 32 /f) (2.7)

One can measure x 1# x 2 ,and f directly. In order both to

solve Equation 2.6 for D 32 and to validate the assumptions,

Ij/I, must be known and held constant, respectively. One

should choose 09, and 09 2 to maximize changes in I 2 /I, with

percent changes in D 32 . In other words, one should maximize

d{I 2 /I, ) /(dD 32 /D32 ) with respect to 001 and d0 2 .

Differentiating Equation 2.3 and rearranging yields

Equation 2.8 .

d(I 2 /I,)/(dD 32 /D32 ) = 2(0.57) 2[ (a0i) 2 - (a9 2 )
2

] (2.8)

*exp(0.57) 2[ (aej 2 - (Ct0 2 )2]

Differentiating Equation 2.8 with respect to aQ 2 ,

setting equal to zero, and simplifying yields Equation 2.9 .

(Ct0 2 )
2 = (09,) 2 + 1/(0.57)2 (2.9)

Differentiating Equation 2.8 with respect to ad, , setting

equal to zero and simplifying yields the same result.

Granting this condition leaves one remaining degree of

freedom. Let ad, be chosen such that d (I, /I ) / (dD 32 /D 32 ) is

maximized for a given D 32 . Differentiating Equation 2.4 and

rearranging yields Equation 2.10 .

d(I,/Io)/(dD 32 /D 32 ) = -2(0.57)2 (00, )
2 (2.10)

*exp[-(0.57)2 {a9,) z
]

Setting the partial derivative of Equation 2.10 with

respect to a9, equal to zero yields Equation 2.11 .

09, = 1/0.57 (2. 11)

13



Solving Equations 2.9 and 2.11 for 09 2
yields Equation

2.12 .

ae 2 — /2/0. 57 (2.12)

Equations 2.11 and 2.12 together yield the required

detector geometry ratio given by Equation 2.13 .

A, = ad
2 /ae, = J2 (2. 13)

Substituting the expressions for G9, and 09 2 from

Equations 2.11 and 2.12 into Equation 2.3 yields the

required signal ratio given by Equation 2.14 .

I 2 /I, = Ve (2.14)

Substitution of the same results into Equation 2.8

yields Equation 2.15 .

d(I 2 /I
1
)/(dD 32 /D 32 ) = -2/e (2. 15)

A similar substitution into Eguation 2.10 yields Equation

2. 16 .

d(I, /I )/(dD 32 /D 32 ) = -2/e (2. 16)

Finally, substitution of x 2
= /~2xiand I2/I1 = 1/e xnto

Equation 2.6 and solving for D 32 yields Equation 2.17 .

D 32 = f (A/0.577TXJ (2.17)

Figure 2.2 from [Ref. 5] shows a relative intensity

I (9, D) /I [Q,D) for a circular particle as a function of angle 9

and diameter D (D = 10,000 microns, A = 1 micron.) For

14



clarity, the intensity at 9 and D have been arbitrarily

divided by the intensity at 9 = and D =0. From the

figure, one can see that for a given number of scattering

particles, the relative intensity is directly proportional

to the fourth power of D32 at constant focal length. Since

the intensity in an optical system is inversely proportional

to the square of the focal length, and Equation 2.17 shows a

linear relationship holds between f and D32 for the meas-

uring method described, we conclude that for the method

described, relative intensity will be directly proportional

to the square of D32 for a constant number of effective

scattering particles.

A. SYSTEM OPTICS

The angles involved for measuring particle sizes of 50

to 300 microns by the method described are between 1. 178

milliradians for 1 at 300 microns and 9.995 milliradians

for 02 at 50 microns. Therefore, the small angle approxima-

tions and the principles of first-order optics are excellent

if highly corrected, high quality commercial lenses are

used.

The optical principles used to design this system are

fully explained in any good basic optics text, such as

[Ref. 10], and are as follows:

1. light incident to the forward principal plane at the

optic axis leaves the lens element at the aft principal

plane at the optic axis travelling in the same direction

in space.

2. Parallel rays incident to the lens forward Drincipal

plane arrive at the same point on the plane perpendicular

to the optic axis at the aft focal point.

15



The following useful corollary to the first two principles

is obtained by applying the first principle to a ray coinci-

dent with the optic axis and applying the second principle

to all parallel rays to this first ray.

3. All incident rays parallel to the optic axis pass

through the aft focal point.

Another useful, easily proved corollary is

4. All rays which pass through the forward focal point

emerge from the lens parallel to the optic axis.

A useful equation for aligning and focusing the system

is the Gaussian Lens Equation. This equation states that

the reciprocal of the focal length is equal to the sum of

the reciprocals of the object and image distances. These

are the signed distances from the forward principal plane to

the object and from the aft principal plane to the image,

respectively.

1/f =1/s + 1/s- (2. 13)

Figure 2.3 shows two thin lens diagram equivalents for

the overall optical system, one with the focal length double

that of the other. The optical system must bring the

unscattered light to a point on the detector plane that does

not move with changes in focal length. This can be accom-

plished by keeping the aft focal point on the detector plane

and orienting the optic axis to be parallel to the unscat-

tered light source direction. Aperture requirements will be

minimized by making the light source ray and the optic axis

coincident. A measure of the success of meeting this

requirement and for verifying that the final design is free

of distortions is the image quality when using a viewing

screen at the detector plane for an image coming into the

16



optical system from infinite distance, such as the image of

a reticle in a precision collimator.

The easiest way to meet these conditions with changing

focal length is to properly incorporate a zoom lens as a

lens element into the system.

An ideal zoom lens keeps the image position constant

while zooming, or varying the focal length of the lens with

the focus set for a given object distance. High quality

commercial zoom lenses are readily available for use with

cameras. The desired image position for the camera is on

the film plane. From this basic property and the lens equa-

tion, it follows that when the zoom lens is set at infinite

object distance, the aft focal point is locate! at the film

plane, and does not move when zooming the lens. Therefore,

the key to incorporating the zcom lens in this application

is to set the focus for infinite object distance. To incor-

porate the zoom lens in the forward direction (pointing

toward the fuel spray) as an element in the optical system,

have it follow an element with infinite image distance for

an image originally from infinite distance to the system,

and have the desired image point for the next element at

what would be the film plane if the zoom lens were mounted

on a camera. To incorporate the zoom lens pointing aft,

have it follow an element with the image point for the

element preceding the zoom lens at the film plane, and the

desired object distance for the next element be at infinity.

From the element following the zoom lens, the image must

then ultimately be put on the detector plane in such a way

that the desired focal length range is obtained without

exceeding any of the aperture requirements of the lenses one

has available for elements.

The optical system used in this work has the zoom lens

pointing in the forward direction, and unless specifically

stated otherwise, the following analysis assumes this

condition.

17



Since the zoom lens would focus the collimator image on

the focal plane all by itself, the zoom lens could have been

used alone as the entire optical system. This system would

have some unacceptable disadvantages. A great leal of scat-

tering of the transmitted beam would be caused by the zoom

lens itself. It is highly desireable to be able to block

the transmitted beam and all angles not of interest just

after a low-scattering first lees element.

The focal lengths of reasonably priced high quality zoom

lenses are relatively small. The optical system used for

this thesis has a useable focal length range of 1959.2 mm to

5104.6 mm, which allows the use of quiet, highly sensitive,

large active area, discrete photodiodes, which cannot be

placed any closer than about 10 mm apart. Each channel can

be individually zeroed for the light not actually scattered

by the particles, and provides a continuous analog signal.

Figure 2.4 shows a pair of lens elements placed so that

the aft focal point cf the first lens element is coincident

with the forward focal point of the aft element. Successive

application of Equation 2.18 shows that for this combina-

tion, an infinite object distance results in an infinite

image distance. The image distance for a lens element

following this combination under these conditions would be

equal to its focal length regardless of its position, so

engineering convenience could be used as a criterion for its

placement, with due regard for its aperture requirements and

those of the downstream elements. The superimposed ray

diagram on the confocal pair in Figure 2.4 shows that the

incident and emergent angles of a pencil of light with the

optic axis, 9i and 9e t and the fore and aft element focal

lengths are related by Equation 2.19 .

ee/e (

- = ff / f a (2. 19)



Successive application of Eguation 2.19 for a series of

i confocal pairs shows that the relation between the inci-

dent and emergent angles is governed by Equation 2.20 .

Rearrangement of Equation 2.5 shows that for any single

lens element, or for the optical system as a whole (itself

useable as a combined lens element) , Equation 2.21 applies.

f = x/0- (2.21)

The optical system used for this work uses two confocal

lens element pairs followed by a single lens element with

the aft-focal point on the detector plane. The first

element of the second confocal fair is a zoom lens.

Applying Eguation 2.21 to the system as a whole yields

Equation 2.22 .

fws = x/0/ (2.22)

Applying Equation 2.21 to the last lens element, and noting

that the incident angle for the last lens element is the

emergent angle for the confocal pair series, yields Equation

2.23 .

f 5
= x/0e (2.23)

Substituting Equation 2.23 into Equation 2.22 yields

Equation 2.24 .

fVya = (0e /0 4
)f

5 (2.24)
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Substituting Equation 2.20 into Equation 2.24 yields the

desired focal length expression for the optical system in

terms of the focal lengths cf the individual elements

(Equation 2.25)

.

fifi = (f,/f 2 ) (£ 3 /f4)f 5 (2.25)

Figure 2.5 is an equivalent thin lens ray diagram for

Figure 2.3 in terms of the individual lens elements of the

optical system, not to actual scale, which illustrates the

validity of Equation 2.25 .

The planes containing the confocai points ace special in

that diffraction effects of pinholes, stops, and slits have

no effect on image quality at the detector plane because the

arrival point of a ray of light at the detector plane is

dependent only on the position the light came from the

confocai plane, not en its direction. In optics textbooks,

these planes are referred to as transform planes for the

aggregate elements which consist of the elements in front of

the planes [Eef- 11]-

Therefore, a slit of just sufficient length and width to

illuminate the detector pinhole apertures at all zoom

settings is located at the cenfocal plane of the first

confocai pair. The pinhole apertures themselves are located

on a removeable diaphragm at the confocai plane of the

second confocai pair, which corresponds to the film plane

for the zoom lens. Examination of Figure 2.5 for a ray

constructed using the basic principles of optics ani basic

geometry which crosses the optic axis n-objective focal

lengths in front of the forward objective principal plane,

provides the following recursive relations from the aperture

radii at the principal plane for each of the lens elements

in millimeters, where c, is the distance in millimeters

between the aft-focal point of the zoom lens and the aft

20



principal plane of the second lens element, and c 2 is the

distance between the aft principle plane of the fourth lens

element and the forward principle plane of the last lens

element.

r, = tan (a) (n) f, (2.26)

r 2
= tan(0)[fi + {1 - n)f 2 ] (2.27)

r 3 «r a
. -[(c, - f 3 )tan(6) (f,)/f 2 ] (2.28)

r 4
= r; [ (r; - r 3 .) (f 4 )/fij (2-29)

r
5
= r 4

- (rj (c 2 )/f 5 (2.30)

Equation 2.3 1 relates the angle 9 that a ray makes with

the axis of the optical system to the zoom lens focal length

for a given off-axis pinhole location r,' when the pinhole

aperture is located at the zoom lens aft focal plane.

r, = -tan (fl) (f,J (f 3 )/f 2 (2. 31)
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Figure 2.4 Ray Diagram - Confocal Pair
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Figure 2.5 Optical System Eay Diagram (not to scale)
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III. DEVICE DESCRIPTION

A. OPTICS

1 . General

The optical system consists of five lens elements

aligned in series as shown in Figure 2.5 . The first lens

element consists of an objective lens for an opaque

projector, with a nominal focal length of 26 inches (660 mm)

and a nominal aperture diameter of 4 inches (f/number =

6.5). The second and fifth elements consist of high

quality, highly corrected, wide-angle aspherical lenses

originally designed for use in aerial photography cameras.

They have a nominal focal length of six inches and an

f/number equal to 6.5. Their exact backward and forward

focal lengths as measured from the lens surfaces are

provided by the manufacturer to the nearest thousandth of an

inch. The third lens element is a nominal 70 to 210 mm

Series-One zoom lens made by Vivitar, with an f/number of

3.5. The fourth lens element is a nominal 25 mm lens origi-

nally designed for use on a closed-circuit television

camera. It has an f/number of 1.4.

The lens elements and detector platform pedestal are

mounted on the central axis cf four parallel 0.500-inch

thick aluminum plates, 9.875 inches in diameter. 2ach pair

of plates is held rigidly parallel by three half inch diam-

eter steel rods 120 degrees apart 0.625 inches from the the

plate edges. The rods are staggered 60 degrees from section

to section to allow for fasteners.

The objective is mounted on the first plate in a

sleeve with a set screw, and the poles between the first and

second plate are machined so that the objective can slide

27



fore and aft about 0.5 inch from the position where its aft

focal point rests on the front surface of a stage which is

mounted on the second lens element so that this surface

contains the forward focal plane of the second lens element.

This stage has a 1.0 inch diameter hole in the center over

which a slit aperture is glued after the system has been

focused and calibrated for focal length versus micrometric

screw setting. In the center of the slit is a small stop

whose total width (1.0 mm) subtends 1.5 milliradians at the

nominal objective focal length. A 400 micron clearance

aperture is in the center of the stop which is unobstructed

when aligning the central beam, and can be blocked by

putting tension on a string painted flat black. This

arrangement dramatically decreases the scattering of the

main beam by the lens elements and does not interfere with

the signal at any angle of interest.

The second lens element is mounted on the front of

the second plate. On the reverse side of the second plate

the zoom drive mechanism is mounted. The zoom drive mecha-

nism consists of a sleeve mounted on the zoom lens adjust

barrel which is driven fore and aft for zooming action by a

precision-made micrometric screw. The micrometeric screw

advances one tenth of an inch for every four revolutions of

the micrometric screw. The screw is graduated to the

nearest thousandth of an inch. Approximately thirty milli-

meters of travel are required to traverse the full zoom

range. Approximately one half turn of the micrometric screw

is avoided on each end of the zoom range to preclude

disturbing the calibration of system focal length versus

micrometric screw setting. The micrometric screw is geared

to a 15 turn potentiometer by a 22 to 96 teeth gear ratio.

The potentiometer is used as a variable resistance to a

constant voltage which is used as a summing input to an

operational amplifier. The potentiometer is in turn geared
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to a 28 volt DC motor by a 22 to 96 teeth gear ratio. This

motor is a high torque, low speed motor, and full traversal

of the zoom range at maximum applied voltage of 28 volts

requires about 20 seconds. Approximately one turn of the

potentiometer on each end of the 15 turn potentiometer is

not used.

The zoom drive system was originally designed with

an interlocking cogged wheel arrangement located on the

micrometric drive axle which allowed for the actuation of

microswitches which interrupted drive power when the limits

of zoom travel were reached. This mechanism was discarded

when it was determined that the mechanism was allowing the

zoom adjust barrel to wobble slightly when being changed.

This wobbling action could only be detected by observing the

image from a precision collimator at the detector plane

under a binocular microscope with a magnification of 40X.

The zoom lens is mounted on a tube which is counter-

bored internally for a diaphragn. The depth of the counter-

bore is such that the rear surface of the 0.02 inch thick

diaphragm is at the film plane distance from the zoom lens

mounting plane as specified by the zoom lens manufacturer.

The outer surface of the tube is threaded and is screwed

into an internally threaded tube along with two lock-rings.

The outer tube is threaded on the aft end to to mount on the

front face of the third mounting plate. Since the both the

zoom lens and the zoom adjust assembly are both rigidly

mounted to the system frame, the tolerances for positioning

of the zcoming elements of the zoom lens assured by the

drive system can be better than those assured by the manu-

facture of the lens with respect to parallelism of the

elements, as was done when the wobble with zooming action

was eliminated.

The center of the diaphragm has a one half inch

diameter hole in the center. A piece of 0.03 2 inch thick
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aluminum shim stock with pinhole apertures is glued onto the

aft surface of the diaphragm. All the pinhole apertures are

within the image of the aperture slit locate:! at the aft

focal point of the objective. There is a 50 micron diameter

pinhole in the center which is located precisely on the

optic axis of the zoom lens. This hole is used when veri-

fying the alignment of the system. In addition, there is a

clearance aperture pinhole at this plane for each photode-

tector at the detector plane. The image formed at the

detector plane is slightly oversized, so that the effective

aperture is the active area of the photodiode itself.

The fourth lens element is threaded to mount in a

0.125 inch thick plate which is mounted by screws onto the

reverse side of the third mounting plate. The length of the

tube on which the zoom lens is mounted is adjusted so that

the front focal length of the fourth lens element lies on

the aft surface of the diaphragm, coincident with the aft

focal point of the zoom lens. The last lens element is

mounted over the 0.125 inch thick plate on the reverse side

of the third mounting plate.

A removable platform is mounted onto the last lens

element such that the front face of the platform is coinci-

dent with its aft focal plane. This platform is made of

plexiglass and the surface facing the spray has been sand-

blasted to serve as a medium-resolution viewing screen for

real images formed by the optical system.

The photodiode detectors are HAD- 11 00 integral

photodiode-op amp combinations manufactured by EGSG. Only

the photodiode part of the package is used in this applica-

tion. Each photodiode is individually mounted in an

assembly which has posts on which the electrical leads may

be fastened. The photodiode assemblies are mounted on a

0.125 inch thick plate which is in turn mounted on an x-y

positioning stage. This stage is mounted on a pedestal
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which slides in a hcle in the center of the last mounting

plate. This allows the x-y positioning stage to be rotated

or to be moved fore and aft so that the photosensitive

surfaces of the photodiodes may be placed at the aft focal

plane of the last lens element. Two pairs of photodiodes

are installed so that two ranges of particle sizes are

available by the turn of a switch. For the inner pair of

diodes, the off-center locations of the diodes are 5. 71 mm

and 8.08 mm, and the outer pair are located at 15.71 and

22.22 mm. The ratio of off-enter distances for both pairs

of photodiodes is equal to the square root of two.

Switching is available for ten fhotodiode pairs.

Electrical circuitry providing the two channel

outputs and the initial servo signal is on a circuit board

mounted on the last mounting plate, along with the diode

pair selection switch. The spaces between the first two

and last two mounting plates are covered and metal- lined to

shield the instrument from extraneous light and electrical

noise. Sight holes are placed in the covers so that the 400

micron aperture at the aft objective focal point is visible

from behind, and the point where the unobstructed trans-

mitted beam impinges on the detector plane is visible.

Alignment is assured when a bright spot can be seen on the

detector plane, then tension is placed on the string which

blocks the 400 micron aperture, and the sight holes are then

covered with opaque tape. The optical path between the

second and third mounting plates is enclosed by the zoom

adjust assembly and the zoom lens with its mounting tube.

The first three mounting planes are threaded for posts on

the base which are placed in mounting brackets, and the

whole device is mounted on an optical bench.

The scattering volume of fuel spray was approximated

by a cylinder of the diameter of a 5 milliwatt Helium-Neon

laser manufactured by Hughes, expanded and spatially
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filtered to a beam diameter of 8.4 mm at a nominal distance

of 3 objective focal lengths from the objective. The wave-

length of the laser output is 0.6238 microns. Extending the

rays from all possible locations within the scattering

volume to the optic axis gives an eguivalent range of points

of origin from the optic axis which can be spanned to deter-

mine the maximum aperture reguirement for each lens element

for a give angle of incidence. All the aperture require-

ments are exceeded by the lens elements.

The initial focusing and calibration of the optical

system is greatly facilitated by the use of a precision

collimator. The collimator used for this work was designed

for use as an optical strain gauge, and was calibrated by

the National Bureau of Standards.

The first step in focusing the system is to project

the image of the reticle in the collimator into the objec-

tive, and slide the objective in its sleeve until the image

of the reticle is in focus on the stage mounted on the

second lens element.

The second step in focusing the optical system is

best accomplished when the pinhole apertures are not yet

glued into place on the diaphragm at the aft zoom focal

point. In place of the pinhole apertures is placed a

reticle on a piece of glass with the markings on the face

towards the objective. The zoom mounting tube is then

adjusted so that the image of the reticle is focused on the

detector plane screen, and the locking rings are then tight-

ened. When the optical system is assembled with the zoom

lens focus adjust set for infinite object distance, the

image from the precision collimator is in focus at the

detector plane to the aperture limits and maintains focus

throughout the zoom range.
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2. System Focal Len gth Calibration

The optical system is calibrated by attaching the

reticle used for focusing the device to the detector plane

viewing screen on the optical centerline, and superimposing

the image of the reticle from the collimator. The reticle

at the detector plane is 18 Em long and is graduated in

tenths of a millimeter. Since it was originally designed

for use with a deflected reflector, the image from the

collimator is nominally calibrated in double milliradians

TABLE 2

Focal Length vs Micrometer Setting

f (mm)
2909.8
2979. 1

3046.7
31 19.6
3183.4
3258. 1

3340.8
3440.4
3529.6
36 15. 1

3732.8
3814.7
3941.7
4058.7
4180.8
4282.8
44 15.7
4523.6
4625.9
4739.4
4833.8
4970.7
51 04.6

with a correction factor supplied by the National Bureau of

Standards. Hence, the focal lergth of the system at a given

zoom micrometer setting can be determined by measuring the

distance between graduations of the collimator image with

the detector plane reticle. This can be done with the help

of a 40x- binocular microscope, and the results of this

operation are presented in Table 2 .
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m (in)
1.375

f (mm) m (in)
1959.2 0.800

1.350 1987.2 0.775
1.325 2016.9 0.750
1.300 2043.0 0.725
1.275 2071.4 0.700
1.250 2103.4 0.675
1.225 2133.9 0.650
1.200 2171.5 0.625
1. 175 2206.9 0.600
1.150 2242.3 0.575
1.125 2280.3 0.550
1.100 2319.

6

0.525
1.075 2360.0 0.500
1.050 2406.5 0.475
1.025 2446. 1 0.450
1.000 2488.5 0.425
0.975 2536.9 0.400
0.950 2583.7 0.375
0.925 263 4.7 0.350
0.900 2686. 1 0.325
0.875 2739.0 0.300
0.850 2792. 1 0.275
0.825 2850.2 0.250



B. ELECTRONICS

1 . Genera l

A simplified block diagram of the signal processing

is provided in Figure 3.1

The photodiodes are positioned in pairs so that they

produce voltage signals proportional to I, and I 2 from

Equation 2.3, henceforth referred to as channel 1 and

channel 2. A pair of photodiodes are selected by the photo-

diode pair selector switch. This switch is a multiple wafer

rotary switch with one wafer which selects the signal lead

for channel 1 and another wafer for channel 2 . The photo-

diodes are all grounded and provision has been made for

applying up to 90 volts of bias to operate the photodiodes

photoconductively if desired. It is felt that for sensi-

tivity and linearity of response that the photodiodes are

best operated in the photovoltaic mode by grounding the bias

leads.

Each channel is connected to the inverting input pin

of a LM741- operational amplifier. A gain ratio of 1 /e is

maintained between channels 1 and 2 by adjusting a variable

gain resistance of 100 to 200 kilohms for channel 2 and 33

to 133 kilohms for channel 1. After this point, the two

channel outputs are equal at the zero error condition.

Therefore, any deviation of the amplification from linear

amplification will not in itself cause an error in the ulti-

mate servo signal as long as each channel is identical from

this point to where the servo signal is generated.

Each channel is then fed into the inverting input of

a LM741- operational amplifier with an overall gain of 20

for the application in this work. The zeroing control for

the overall channel output is the offset potentiometer for

this operational amplifier. The output from this opera-

tional amplifier is then fed into the inverting input of
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another LM741-operat ional amplifier with an overall gain of

20, followed by a another operational amplifier which is

configured as a non-inverting, voltage-controlled voltage

source, second-order, unity gain low-pass filter with a time

constant of 0. 1 seconds.

The two channel outputs are then connected to two

separate pens on a strip chart recorder. In addition, the

two outputs are connected to a network made from a standard

application of a LM324 quad operational amp lifier and a

EA20 1 precision resistor chip which produces a single output

which is proportional to the difference of the input

signals. The proportionality constant (gain) can be set

from 1 to 995 by following the directions for pin intercon-

nection supplied by the resistance chip manufacturer. A

gain of 199 is used in this application. The zero position

of the single ended output is controlled by using the third

amplifier in the LM324 chip as a summing amplifier for the

generated signal and for a potential governed by an external

potentiometer.

This output is connected to a low pass filter iden-

tical to those previously described, and that output is

connected to the third pen of the three pen strip chart

recorder and to the inverting input of the preamplifier of

a Hyband DC Servo Amplifier Model 150A, which currently has

a gain of 10. The DC motor is connected to the servoampli-

fier such that a positive error signal drives the zoom motor

in the direction of increasing focal length. This drives

the error signal to zero and maintains an intensity ratio of

1/e for the photodiode pair.

An additional two pen strip chart is necessary to

record a signal which is a function of zoom micrometer posi-

tion, and a voltage which is proportional to the applied

voltage on the electrode in the fuel spray pattern. The 10

kilohm potentiometer geared to tha zoom micrometer is used
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in a single-ended fashion and is connected in series with a

resistor which is connected tc a Zener diode controlled

potential of -10.62 Volts. The other end of the potentiom-

eter is connected to the inverting input of a

1M741 -operational amplifier which is used as a summing

amplifier. A 100 kilohm potentiometer is connected in

similar fashion in series with a resistor which is connected

to a Zener diode controlled potential of +10.62 Volts, with

the other end of the potentiometer connected to the

inverting input of the summing amplifier. This potentiom-

eter is used to zero the output of the summing amplifier at

any arbitrary zoom micrometer setting. Chart control gain

may be used to get a wide range of desired sensitivity of

pen deflection vs micrometer position.

2. Internal Controls and Biasing Procedure

The main circuitry card has 10 potentiometers in the

upper right hand corner which are listed as they appear on

the card from top tc bottom with a description of their

function in Table 3 . Regular adjustment of these controls

is not required, but is recommended in the event that any of

the electrical components on the card have to be replaced.

The gain resistors may be set by measuring the

resistance over the input and output pins of the first stage

amplifier of the channel of interest. The actual channel

gain ratio may be calculated and fine-adjusted by using a

small laser with a variable-reflectivity beam splitter to

control the transmitted intensity and a precision-steerable

reflector to illuminate the photodiode for channel 2 at the

intensity expected in service and adjust the channel two

gain to the desired output voltage, then steer the beam to

illuminate channel 1 and take the ratio of channel outputs

to compute the gain ratio. tfhen this operation was

performed, the actual gain ratio was consistent with the
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TABLE 3

Internal Controls (top to bottom)

Potentiometer Function

1 Gain Resistor Channel 2
2 Gain Resistor Channel 1

3 Offset, Stage 1 Channel 1

4 Offset, Stage 1 Channel 2
5 No Connection
6 No Connection
7 Offset, Stage 3, Channel 1

8 Offset, Stage 3« Channel 2
9 Offset, Servo Signal Filter

10 Offset, Micrometer Signal

gain ratio set on stage 1 for each channel and the toler-

ances of the fixed resistors used for the input and output

resistors for the remaining amplifier stages. This implies

that the channel response is linear with signal intensity.

The offset potentiometers for each stage in each

channel can be zeroed sequentially using a good multimeter.

A contact is provided on the card for connection of the

multimeter low to ground, and for the output of each stage.

Note that the offset for stage 2 of a given channel is an

external control. Zeroing a stage by grounding the input

can very easily lead to the overload of the previous stage

resulting in loss of the operational amplifier. Measurement

of a stage gain resistance can only be accomplished with the

circuitry card removed from the socket. Setting the offset

potentiometers is accomplished with the card plugged in and

the power on, with the photodiodes covered.

The servo signal filter may be zeroed as follows.

Short the outputs of channel 1 to channel 2 using the appro-

priate stings on the circuitry card and a jumper cable.

Adjust the potential to ground of the filter input to zero

volts using the external control. Then adjust the potential

to ground of the filter output to zero volts using the

offset potentiometer.
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The micrometer summing amplifier may be biased as

follows. Adjust potential to ground of the input pin of the

summing amplifier to zero volts using the external control.

Then zero the potential to ground of the output of the

summing amplifier using the offset potentiometer.

3« External Controls and Connections

The device normally has four outputs for which

coaxial sockets have been provide on the back mounting

plate. They are, from left to right, channel 1, channel 2,

the servo-signal output, and the micrometer zoom position

signal. A knob which adjusts the zero for each of these

outputs is located just above the appropriate jack. These

zero knobs can be adjusted using the appropriate chart pen

after the chart has been zeroed according to its instruction

manual. The channel outputs should be zeroed with the laser

on, and the fuel spray or particles of interest absent. The

servo signal is most easily zeroed with the output of

channel one shorted to the output of channel 2. Channels 1

and 2, and the servo signal output go to three pens on a

three pen chart recorder. The micrometer position signal is

connected to a pen on a two cen chart recorder. Do not

short either channel to ground. This could overload one or

more operational amplifiers, resulting in component damage.

The micrcmeter zoom position signal may be zeroed at any

desired micrometer setting.

The photodiode pair selector switch is located above

and to the left of the output coaxial sockets. A cable at

the base of the mounting plate supplies ground, 1 5 Volts,

-15 Volts, and photodiode bias, if desired. Another cable

goes from the base of the mounting plate to a cannon plug on

the zoom drive assembly. This cannon plug is connected to

the micrometer potentiometer. This same cannon plug is

connected to the zoom drive motor. Another cable from this

cannon plug leads to the motor drive control box.
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The motor drive control box has two lights on it

associated with zoom travel limit switches which are not

currently functional because of problems previously

discussed. Below these lights are three controls, from left

to right. The first is a three position auto-off-man uai

switch. The middle knob is a rheostat which attenuates zoom

motor driving potential when it is operated in the manual

mode. The last three position switch is spring-loaded to

the off position in the middle, and moving the switch to

either side runs the zoom drive motor in either direction in

manual mode. On the back side of the motor control box are

two coaxial sockets with a cannon plug socket in the middle.

Facing the sockets with the control knobs on top, the

coaxial socket to the left should be connected to +28 Volts,

and the one to the left should be connected to the servo-

amplifier power output coaxial socket. The cannon plug

socket is connected to the zoom drive assembly cannon plug.

The Hyband Servo Amplifier has a plate mounted on

its side with three coaxial sockets. From left to right,

they should be connected to the optical device servo signal

output, +28 Volts, and to the zoom drive motor control box

(this socket is the servo-amplifier power output.) The

optical device servo signal output has to be split so that

it can also go to the third pen of the three pen chart

recorder.
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IV. CQHCLDSIONS

The droplet size of a fuel spray pattern from a T-56

nozzle using DF-2 fuel was investigated to a preliminary

extent using the device described with a high intensity

electric field applied and with no applied electric field.

The fuel pressure was 75 psig, and a sharp electrode with

the point 10 mm from the nozzle was used to apply potentials

of up to 16 kV. The droplet size varied from run to run and

within a run from outer limits of 42 to 48 microns, and the

application of electricity had no obvious or consistent

effect on the droplet size.

Figure 4. 1 is a typical run of micrometric position

signal versus applied voltage. The erratic trace is the

micrometric position signal. The other trace is the applied

voltage which starts out at 16 kV and then is decreased to

zero Volts.

Figure 4.2 is the trace from the three pen recorder for

the same run. The fat trace is the servo-signal output.

The other trace is the superimposed traces of channels one

and two. A split of channel signals of less than one

percent is sufficient to achieve the width from zero of the

servo-signal output on this trace, where no split represents

a zero error due to servo tracking.
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Figure 4. 1 Typical D 32 vs Electrode Voltage
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Figure 4.2 Typical Channel Response and Servo Tracking
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V. RECOMMENDATIONS

The most demanding task when operating this system is

obtaining and maintaining alignment of the optical system

with the transmitted beam. The mounting wobbles noticeably

with small applied forces at the angles of interest. At

larger particle sizes at which the particle sizing device is

theoretically capable of handling this unsteadiness would

probably be intolerable. An isolated shock mounted optical

table would make a noticeable improvement.

At present, the effective photodiode aperture is the

active area of the photodiode itself. Earlier attempts at

using small pinhole apertures at the aft focal point of the

zoom lens resulted in a channel gain ratio that was incon-

sistent with the channel gain resistances by a large factor.

Further work with precision made, sharp circular pinhole

apertures is needed.

The device would be much easier to use if a more posi-

tive method of excluding the light through the 400 micron

aperture than the present flat-black painted string, such

as using a pin on a screw.

The device has the wiring in place for zoom travel limit

microswitches. The switches in place are too large to be

incorporated in a simple manner. Small microswitches could

be used to solve the problem.
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